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We investigate the interaction between peptide chains at the level of state-of-the-artab initio density
functional theory. We propose an interacting periodic polypeptide model for studying the
interactions inb-sheets and apply this to glycine and alanine peptide chains in both parallel and
antiparallel structures. The calculated structures of alanine are compared to x-ray structures of
b-sheets and the model is found to reproduce the geometry of the hydrogen bonds very well both
concerning parallel and antiparallelb-sheets. We investigate the structures of both the N–H¯OvC
and the Ca – H¯OvC hydrogen bonds. The former is thoroughly investigated, whereas the
structure of the latter still is the subject of much discussion. We show that the hydrogen bonds
between peptide chains are considerably weaker than what is found in studies of smaller models,
e.g., the N-methylacetamide molecule. By molecular mechanics calculations we study the effect of
twisting, which is not included in our model. We estimate its contribution to the interaction energy
to be small. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1570395#

I. INTRODUCTION

The b-sheet is the second most common secondary
structure element in proteins. Even though its structure was
first proposed by Pauling and Corey in 1953,1 there are still
open questions about the nature of the interactions in
b-sheets. Hydrogen bonds between amides of the backbones
are known to play a key role in the stabilization ofb-sheets
in proteins.2 Native b-sheets have been studied statistically
using data from x-ray crystallography and evidence has been
found for two types of hydrogen bond, the strong
N–H¯OvC type and the weaker Ca – H¯OvC bonds.3–6

Previous theoretical investigations ofb-sheets fall in two
categories: Quantum mechanical studies have concentrated
on small molecules whose structure was assumed to re-
semble theb-sheet structure to a certain degree.7–14 The
other strategy has been to analyze larger and realisticb-sheet
structures in proteins with force field methods.7,15 Thus there
is either a payoff in method accuracy or in number of atoms
in the model.

In the present paper we suggest a different approach by
introducing a simple and realistic model: the interacting pe-
riodic polypeptide model~IPPM! for studying the interac-
tions in b-sheets. The periodicity makes it possible to study
extended systems by quantum mechanical methods. We in-
vestigate this model usingab initio density functional theory
~DFT!. In order to validate the model we present calculations

for alanine peptide chains and show that experimentally ob-
served hydrogen bond geometries ofb-sheets are very well
reproduced.

Having verified the validity of IPPM, we concentrate on
the two different hydrogen bonds present inb-sheets, namely
the strong N–H̄ OvC type and the weaker C–H̄OvC
type. We investigate the nature of these bonds for peptide
chains consisting of glycine~Gly! and alanine~Ala!, in both
parallel and antiparallel structures.

Furthermore, we present DFT calculations on the
N-methylacetamide~NMA ! molecule, a model system which
previously has been used to describe the hydrogen bonds
in b-sheets. We show that there are significant differences
between results obtained with the small molecule and with
IPPM. This comparison is important, as some parameters in
force fields like, e.g., Amber94 are based on quantum
mechanical calculations on small molecules.16 We calculate
the structural and energetic properties of our model with the
Amber94 force field and show that it does not account for
key structural and energetic features. Furthermore, we use
Amber94 to estimate the energy gained by twisting, a feature
of b-sheets that cannot be described using IPPM. We do this
by simulating extended and terminated chains.

II. METHODS

A. Molecular system

The IPPM setup for ab-sheet structure is depicted in
Fig. 1 for the case of Gly. Figure 1 and all color figures have
been prepared withMOLSCRIPT17 and with RASTER3D2.6.18

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
norskov@fysik.dtu.dk
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The CPK color code~O: red, N: blue, C: gray, H: white! is
used for all color figures. We consider periodically repeated
peptide chains. The supercell consists of two peptide chains
each with two residues; there is no terminating group as the
one end of the supercell binds to the other. In this way the
simulations are performed on infinitely long periodic inter-
acting peptide chains. Thex direction is chosen along the
chains and the length of the supercell in thex direction is
varied in order to determine the supercell length with the
minimum energy. The supercell length along thex direction
will be denoted byl in the following and is also defined
in Fig. 1. The supercell lengthl is often referred to as the
rise per two residues.2 In the y and z directions, the super-
cell lengths are chosen sufficiently large to ensure that there
are no interactions from one pair of chain to the next, i.e.,
15 Å. The structure in IPPM resembles theb-pleated
sheet structure originally proposed by Pauling and Corey.1,2

The model is a realb-sheet consistent of only a few dif-
ferent amino-acids, while this is not what is found in
nature, the model gives a unique way of identifying the
interactions associated with different amino acids. In this
paper we only consider one species at a time, i.e., Gly or
Ala. Another difference to naturally occurringb-sheets is
that no twisting can be included as the period of a twist
is much longer than the two residue unit used in this
paper. In a later section, we investigate the energy gain by
twisting with molecular mechanics and show that this is un-
important for the interactions. A periodic model of a poly-
peptide chain has previously been used by Improtaet al. for
the description of single peptide chains and helices.19,20They
have not used the model for the description of interacting
peptide chains.

B. Density functional theory calculations

The density functional calculations21–23 presented here
have been performed with the plane-wave pseudopotential

code DACAPO,24 which uses a plane-wave expansion of
the Kohn–Sham wave functions, and the generalized gradi-
ent approximation~PW91!25 for the exchange-correlation
term. The performance of the PW91 functional concerning
nonbonded interactions between small molecules has been
investigated previously,26 and it was found that the interac-
tion energies were more accurate than the ones obtained by
other functionals. PW91 reproduced experimental binding
energies for weakly bound systems with errors about 10%. A
similar observation was made by27 concerning the structure
and energies of ice. All energies are calculated self-
consistently. The main advantage of a plane-wave basis set is
that convergence only depends on a single parameter, the
cutoff energy, and can therefore be ensured by choosing a
sufficiently large energy cutoff. In the present work we in-
clude plane waves with kinetic energies up to 25 Ry, and we
have tested that the results are converged with respect to this
basis set. Because of the plane-wave basis set, we use peri-
odic supercells, and hence the model is computationally very
efficient. Ultrasoft pseudopotentials have been used to de-
scribe scattering due to core electrons.28 The Brillouin zone
is sampled by fourk points in the direction of the backbone
chain, i.e., along thex axis. Fermi population of the Kohn–
Sham orbitals with an electronic temperature ofkBT
50.01 eV and Pulay mixing of the electron density have
been used.29 In order to find equilibrium structures, the at-
oms are relaxed according to their Hellman–Feynman forces
until the sum of the absolute forces on all ions is less than
0.05 eV/Å.

C. Molecular mechanics calculations

All molecular mechanics calculations are carried out
with the Molecular Modeling Toolkit~MMTK ! using the
Amber94 force field.16,30 Two models are used for the pep-
tide chains: the first model is exactly the same as for the DFT
calculations, which is depicted in Fig. 1. The second model
does not use a periodic supercell, but includes terminated
peptide chains in the vacuum. This model will be discussed
later. All atoms are relaxed according to their forces, until the
total absolute force is less than 0.05 eV/Å. For the periodic
model, the minimum image convention has been used for
determining the Lennard-Jones energy contribution. This in-
troduces a small error for the energies, as the cutoff length,
beyond which the Lennard-Jones energy contributions can be
neglected, and has been tested to be about 10 Å, which is
significantly larger than the smallest dimension of the unit
cell. We have estimated this energy error to be smaller than
0.03 eV. The estimate was made by taking a particular con-
figuration and calculating its energy in periodic systems with
increasing supercell sizes, until the energy was converged.
We emphasize, however, that for the calculation of the twist-
ing energies, where we need high accuracy, the above-
mentioned error has been corrected. This could be done by
repeating the chain configuration and terminating it. By cal-
culating the energy in a nonperiodic supercell for varying
chain lengths, the correct energy per residue has been found.
We note that this problem of course does not apply to the
terminated chains in the extended model.

FIG. 1. ~Color! The interacting periodic polypeptide model~IPPM! for Gly.
The colored part is one supercell. The supercell length is denoted byl and
corresponds to the length of two residues.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. DFT results for alanine chains

Due to its periodic geometry, IPPM calculations are very
efficient. In this section we show that our model represents
the local structure of ab-sheet, i.e., that experimental results
for the local geometry of ab-sheet are reproduced. The
available experimental data deduced fromb-sheet structures
are geometrical bond parameters from x-ray structures aver-
aged over structures from different proteins. For a first study
one has to choose some representative amino acids, as a
calculation for all amino acids and averaging according to
the probability of appearance is not possible in a first ap-
proach.

We choose to study the amino acid alanine~Ala!, be-
cause its sidechain is small and without any special chemical
features, e.g., charged or polar groups, and without special
structural features like proline or cysteine. In addition we
study the amino acid glycine~Gly!. Gly is even simpler than
Ala, but it has an unusually high conformational freedom

compared to all other amino acids. We consider both the
parallel and the antiparallel configurations, which are shown
schematically in Figs. 2 and 3.

It should be noted that Ala is known to be a strong
former of a helixes, as well as a weak former ofb-sheets.31

In IPPM the formation of ana helix is not possible, as the
supercell consists of only two residues, however due to its
simplicity Ala is an instructive model system for hydrogen
bond formation inb-sheets.

The length of the two residue period 1~see Fig. 1! is
constant during a simulation and the energy dependence with
respect to this degree of freedom for this reason has to be
treated separately. Important insight into elastic and binding
properties of the chains can be gained in this way. We inves-
tigate the energy dependence on the supercell length for a
single chain (Esingle( l )) and for the pair of interacting chains
(Epair( l )). The binding energyDE is defined as

DE5Epair~ l pair
min!22Esingle~ l single

min !. ~1!

In the energy diagrams Figs. 4 and 5 we have chosen the
energy zero to be 2Esingle( l single

min )50 so thatDE is equal to
Epair( l pair

min). As l single
min and l pair

min are not necessarily the same we
separate the energyEpair( l ) into two contributions:

FIG. 2. Schematic drawing of the studiedantiparallel configuration. There
are two kinds of hydrogen bonds, the CvO¯H–N and the CvO¯H–Ca

hydrogen bonds. R represents the sidechain for the respective amino acid.

FIG. 3. Schematic drawing of the studiedparallel configuration. There are
two kinds of hydrogen bonds, the CvO¯H–N and the CvO¯H–Ca

hydrogen bonds. R represents the sidechain for the respective amino acid.

FIG. 4. The energiesEsingle, Epair , andEinteractionas a function ofl for the
antiparallel Ala–Ala chains.

FIG. 5. The energiesEsingle, Epair , andEinteractionas a function ofl for the
parallel Ala–Ala chains.Epair andEinteraction are shown for both the type 1
and the type 2 structures.
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Epair~ l !52Esingle~ l !1Einteraction~ l !, ~2!

whereEsingle( l ) is the energy of the single chain of lengthl.
Since we have chosen 2Esingle( l single

min )50, Einteraction( l )
[Epair( l )22Esingle( l ) is the interaction energy at a givenl. A
more negativeEinteraction( l ) means a stronger bond.

For the antiparallel configuration these energies are
shown in Fig. 4. It is seen that for a single chain the supercell
length with the minimum energyl single

min is 7.2 Å and that the
supercell length with the minimum energy for two interact-
ing chainsl pair

min is 7.0 Å. Generally, the structure of the inter-
acting chains can be interpreted as a compromise between
optimizing the hydrogen bonds and minimizing the elastic
energy Esingle( l ). The interaction energy becomes more
negative whenl, decreases, as the hydrogen bond geometry
can be optimized, but on the other hand the compression of
the chains introduces a penalty in elastic energyEsingle.
Hence although the interaction energy is most favorable for
supercell lengths below 6.8 Å, the penalty in elastic energy is
too high for those structures to be favorable.

For the parallel structure the energy curves are shown in
Fig. 5. Again the interactions are most favorable for supercell
lengths below 6.8 Å, whereas theEsingle is at a minimum at
7.2 Å. There is, however, an important difference to the an-
tiparallel chains: the geometry of the structures at the two
ends of the broad minimum is very different. As the chains
are compressed, they undergo a ‘‘transition’’ from one struc-
ture to another. At the ‘‘transition’’ supercell length at 7.1 Å
there are thus two different structures with the same energy.
The rightmost curve in Fig. 5 marks the structures which
have a low elastic energy, but a poor interaction~in the fol-
lowing referred to as ‘‘type 2’’!. The leftmost curve in Fig. 5
corresponds to structures for which the interactions are stron-
ger but the elastic energy is higher~in the following referred
to as ‘‘type 1’’!. The type 2 structures are stable for long
supercells, whereas the type 1 structure is stable for shorter
cells, as the long parallel chains are sterically unable to form
optimal hydrogen bonds.

Let us now take a closer look at the structural differences
between the type 1 and type 2 structures. In Fig. 6 the type 2
and type 1 structures are shown for a supercell length ofl
57.1 Å, where both structures are equally stable and with
the sameEinteractionandEsingle. The type 1 structure is repre-
sented by the atoms colored according to the CPK color
scheme, whereas the type 2 structure is represented by the
green atoms. The type 2 structure resembles very much the
structure of a single Ala chain and only forms weak and
relatively long hydrogen bonds. In order to improve the hy-
drogen bond, i.e., to go to the type 1 structure, the chains
move the sidechains such that the backbones can come closer
together. The CvO and the N–H group move slightly to
form a tighter hydrogen bond, see Fig. 6. The difference
between the two structures can also be seen in the dihedral
angles in Table I, as the angles change significantly from the
type 1 to the type 2 structure. The dihedral angles of the type
1 structure are also closer to experimentally observed values
than for the type 2 structure.

The energy penalty related to the structural conversion
from type 1 to type 2 can be illustrated by considering the

energy penalty of the structural deformations. This is the
energy difference between a single chain fixed in the struc-
ture of one of the interacting chains and a relaxed single
chain. This calculation has been performed for both chains
and the sum of the energies correspond to the reorganization
energy. At the supercell length 7.1 Å, where the two struc-
tures are equally stable, the reorganization energy is 0.16 eV
for type 1 and 0.03 eV for type 2, which shows that the type
1 structure undergoes reorganization but gains this energy by
forming stronger hydrogen bonds, whereas type 2 neither
deforms nor interacts strongly. It is interesting to notice that
at l 56.5 Å the reorganization energy for the type 1 structure
is reduced to 0.03 eV, which means that at this length the
chains do not need to modify the structure much in order to
form the hydrogen bonds.

FIG. 6. ~Color! The structures type 1 and type 2 for theparallel Ala–Ala
chains at a supercell lengthl 57.1 Å. The atoms colored according to the
CPK color scheme belong to the type 1 structure, where the hydrogen bonds
are close to the experimental geometry. The green atoms belong to the type
2 structure which forms only weak interactions.

TABLE I. The dihedral angles in degrees for the parallel and antiparallel
Ala–Ala chains. The numbering is such that A and B denote the two chains
and that the residues which belong to angles with the same subscript face
each other between the two chains.

f1 c1 f2 c2

Antiparallel (l 57.0 Å)
Chain A 2147 150 2145 151
Chain B 2148 150 2145 152

Parallel type 1 (l 56.9 Å)
Chain A 2140 139 2137 142
Chain B 2136 141 2140 137

Parallel type 2 (l 57.1 Å)
Chain A 2155 159 2154 160
Chain B 2154 159 2155 160

9786 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 118, No. 21, 1 June 2003 Rossmeisl et al.
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From Fig. 5 it is impossible to predict which of the struc-
tures occur under the conditions in real proteins, due to the
small difference in energy.

In Table II we compare the DFT results for the Ala–Ala
chains with results from statistical analysis of x-ray data
from protein structures. For the N–H̄OvC bond we list
the results from Ref. 3, which agree within the uncertainties
with the results in Ref. 6. For the C–H̄OvC bond we list
the results from Refs. 6 and 5. The error bars of all experi-
mental results are large, as averages of the different amino
acids are measured.

For the antiparallel chains, one can see that all geometri-
cal features of the hydrogen bonds are very well described by
the IPPM model, all bond lengths and angle agree with ex-
periments within the experimental uncertainties. This sug-
gests that IPPM mimics the hydrogen bonds in antiparallel
chains very well. For the parallel chains, the type 1 structure
compares equally well. The type 2 structure has much longer
bond lengths and different angles compared to the experi-
mental structure.

The conclusion of this section is that the hydrogen bond
between both parallel and antiparallel chains is very well
described in IPPM and that results obtained using this model
would apply to naturalb-sheets.

Comparing the binding energiesDE for the parallel and
antiparallel structures one notices that the binding is slightly
stronger for the antiparallel structure. This is not because the
interaction is generally weaker for the parallel chains. Actu-
ally the interaction can be stronger in short parallel chains.
The minimum forEinteractionis 20.58 eV for the parallel and
20.53 eV for the antiparallel. This is probably due to larger
repulsion between the sidechains in antiparallel chains. The
explanation for the stronger binding is rather that the antipar-
allel chains can have low elastic energy without a high pen-
alty in interaction energy. This can also be seen in the reor-
ganization energy. Atl 56.5 Å the penalty is the same 0.03
eV for both parallel and antiparallel structures. The antipar-
allel structure is fairly optimal also for longer chains~at l
57.1 Å the penalty is only 0.07 eV compared to 0.16 eV for
the parallel chains!.

B. The nature of the two hydrogen bonds

The nature of the N–H̄ OvC hydrogen bond has been
intensively studied, and it is well established that it contains
both an electrostatic and a quantum mechanical
contribution.32,33 Furthermore, it has become accepted that
the CvO¯H–Ca hydrogen bond exists and that it is an
important force in secondary structure formation~Ref. 34,
and references therein!. This hydrogen bond has been studied
theoretically11–14,35 and experimental evidence from x-ray
stuctures exists.5 In this section, the CvO¯H–N and the
CvO¯H–Ca hydrogen bonds are investigated through a
study of the interaction-induced change in the electron den-
sity. Figures 7 and 8 depict the change of the electron density
induced by the interaction between the chains, for the paral-
lel ~type 1! and the antiparallel Ala–Ala chains, respectively.
A polarization of both kinds of hydrogen bonds is observed.
One notices that the electron density distribution around the
Ha atom is changed, and that the Ca – Ha bond becomes
polarized along the direction defined by O and Ha . The
same is seen for CvO¯H–N where the polarization is
along the N–H direction. The induced charge on, e.g., the
Ha , can be estimated to be of the order20.05 to20.10 of
an electronic charge, which is a positive charge. It should be
noted that this quantity cannot be uniquely determined. The
supercell can be divided into four equally sized rectangular
boxes each containing one peptide bond and the Ca atom on
the carboxylic end of the peptide bond. The total induced
charged on such a region is in the parallel case60.020 elec-
trons and in the antiparallel case60.025 electrons. This
could be interpreted as a transfer of charge between the in-
teracting chains from the N–H and C–H groups to the CvO
group in the hydrogen bond. The results are not very depen-
dent on the exact position of the box. It is clear that this
polarization of the chains must be important for the interac-
tion. Apart from the induced static polarization shown here,
there would also be a dynamic contribution giving rise to the
van der Waals interactions, but this effect is not described
explicitly in the present DFT, GGA calculations.

TABLE II. Comparison between IPPM for Ala–Ala and experimental results from x-ray protein structures. The
geometry for both types of hydrogen bonds for parallel and antiparallel structures. Each value occurs twice
within one supercell. The computed values differ less than,0.02 Å and,2° and thus the average is listed here.

Antiparallel ~expt.! Antiparallel Parallel~Expt.! Parallel type 1 Parallel type 2

Length l ¯ 7.0 Å ¯ 6.9 Å 7.1 Å
DE/2 ¯ 20.36 eV ¯ 20.31 eV 20.32 eV
NH¯OC bond
NH¯OC 1.9660.16 Åa 2.10 Å 1.9760.15 Åa 2.07 Å 2.62 Å
N¯O 2.9160.14 Åa 3.07 Å 2.9260.14 Åa 3.03 Å 3.49 Å
/N–H¯O 160610°a 157° 16169° a 155° 143°
/C–Ō H 150612°a 161° 155611°a 150° 141°
CH¯OC bond
CH¯O 2.4460.14 Åb 2.35 Å 2.4160.14 Åb 2.20 Å 2.25 Å

2.3760.13 Åc 2.3660.13 Åc

/C–H̄ O 14166° c 138° 14666° c 152° 141°
/C–Ō H 139.768.8°b 136° 134.968.1°b 143° 160°

aFrom Ref. 3.
bFrom Ref. 5.
cFrom Ref. 6.
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C. Glycine–glycine chains

Here we present results for the interaction of antiparallel
and parallel Gly chains. The results were obtained in the
same way as the Ala results presented earlier. The Gly chain
has additional structural freedom compared to other amino
acids as the sidechains consist of only a hydrogen atom.
Therefore it cannot be expected that its hydrogen bond ge-
ometry is similar to the experimental values, which are av-
erages over all amino acids. However, modeling the Gly
chain gives us a first estimate of the influence of the size of
the sidechain. Another reason to analyze Gly chains is that
Gly peptides have been used to model interactions in
b-sheets and thus we can compare the results of IPPM to
results in Ref. 36. The energiesEtotal( l ), Einteraction( l ), and

Esingle( l ) are depicted in Fig. 9 for the antiparallel chains and
in Fig. 10 for the parallel chains. See also Table III.

First we focus on the elastic energy, which is twice the
energy of a single chain as before. ComparingEsingle for Gly
and Ala one notices that for small supercell lengths the cur-
vature ofEsingle is smaller for Ala than for Gly. This means
that it costs more energy to compress a Gly chain than an Ala
chain, whereas the energy required to stretch a chain is ap-
proximately equal for both amino acids. Another difference
is that the minimum ofEsingle for the Gly chain occurs at
7.25 Å whereas for the Ala chain it is located at approxi-
mately 7.15 Å.

The increased stiffness of the Gly chains seems at first
glimpse counterintuitive as Gly is known to be more flexible

FIG. 7. ~Color! Change in electron
density induced by the interaction of
two antiparallel Ala chains. The CPK
color code is used for the atoms. Yel-
low regions refer to a concentration
and blue regions to a depletion of elec-
tron density, relative to the isolated
chain. The isosurfaces at are60.007
eV/Å3.

FIG. 8. ~Color! Change in electron
density induced by the interaction of
two parallel Ala chains. The CPK
color code is used for the atoms. Yel-
low regions refer to a concentration
and blue regions to a depletion of elec-
tron density, relative to the isolated
chain. The isosurfaces are at60.007
eV/Å3.
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in the sense that it has more sterically allowed regions than
other amino acids. This flexibility allows the Gly chain to
occupy a structure not allowed for the Ala backbone, and the
result is that the chain is harder to compress. Another effect
is that the Ala sidechain is less perturbed by the backbone for
shorter chains than for the longer ones, making the Ala chain
softer and shorter than the Gly chain. This is illustrated by
calculations performed on the single Gly chain frozen in the
backbone structure of Ala. In Fig. 11Esingle for the three
cases is depicted: Gly chain relaxed, Gly chain frozen in the
structure of Ala backbone, and Ala chain relaxed. The differ-
ence between the first two curves illustrates the effect of the
flexible Gly backbone and the difference between the last
two curves is related to the structural perturbation of the Ala
sidechain. The zero energy point of the Ala chain is some-
what arbitrary, in this case it has been chosen such that the
energy of the short Ala chain coincides with the energy for
Gly frozen in the Ala backbone structure at the shortestl
where the perturbation of the Ala sidechain is smallest. Or in
other words: the energy of smallest perturbation of the Ala
sidechain is chosen to be zero.

For the antiparallel Gly chains the binding energyDE is
in the same range as for Ala, butl pair

min is different for the two

systems, resulting in different structural features for the
stable structure, e.g., the CvO¯H–Ca bond distance,
where the Gly chain has a longer distance than Ala, corre-
sponding to no significant CvO¯H–Ca bond for the stable
Gly chains.

For the parallel Gly chains this increase inEsingle renders
the type 2 structure more stable than the type 1 structure,
whereas for Ala the two structures were equally stable. This
change occurs, becauseEinteraction does not change notably
from Ala to Gly. The binding energyDE for type 2 in Gly is
the same as for Ala indicating that the small sidechains of
Gly and Ala allow the chains to stay in a structure close in
energy to the relaxed single chains. The structural changes
between the type 2 and the type 1 structures are analogous to
the parallel Ala–Ala chain: the sidechains move to the sides
so that the backbones can come closer and form shorter hy-
drogen bonds. This can be clearly seen in the downshift of
the dihedral angles in Table IV.

The conclusion is that the Gly chain lacks some of the
features of Ala chains andb-sheets due the to the missing
sidechains. In both the parallel and antiparallel cases most of
the difference between Gly and Ala has to do with the dif-
ference inEsingle more than inEinteraction, i.e., the elastic
properties of the isolated single chain strongly determines

FIG. 9. The energiesEsingle, Epair , andEinteractionas a function ofl for the
antiparallel Gly–Gly chains.

FIG. 10. The energiesEsingle, Epair , andEinteractionas a function ofl for the
parallel Gly–Gly chains.Epair andEinteractionare shown for both the type 1
and the type 2 structures.

FIG. 11. The energy as a function ofl for the single Gly chain, for the Gly
chain frozen in the structure of Ala backbone, and for the single Ala chain.

TABLE III. The geometry for both types of hydrogen bonds and for parallel
and antiparallel structures of the Gly chains. For the antiparallel structure,
the geometry of the CH̄ OC bond alternates.

Antiparallel Parallel type 1 Parallel type 2

Length l 7.25 Å 7.0 Å 7.2 Å
DE 20.39 eV 20.25 eV 20.32 eV
NH¯OC bond
NH¯OC 2.13 Å 2.18 Å 2.73 Å
N¯O 3.08 Å 3.12 Å 3.58 Å
/N–H¯O 154° 152° 140°
/C–Ō H 164° 145° 139°
CH¯OC bond
CH¯O 2.58/2.74 Å 2.17 Å 2.36 Å
/C–H̄ O 114/102° 151° 126°
/C–Ō H 129/134° 144° 162°
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the structure of the interacting pair of chains. One could
speculate thatEsingle also determines features likeb-sheet
propensities of the amino acids.

The comparison to results obtained in previous quantum
mechanical studies is somewhat complicated by the fact that
the IPPM geometry and method used differs from the previ-
ous ones7,36 in several ways. We emphasize that IPPM repro-
duces experimentalb-sheet structures without any con-
straints other than the periodicity. Furthermore the method is
ab initio concerning both functional and basis set.

D. Small model molecules

Here we present calculations of the interaction between
two N-methylacetamide~NMA ! molecules both with density
functional theory and with the molecular mechanics force
field Amber94. Due to its resemblance with an amino acid
residue, the interactions between two N-methylacetamide
~NMA ! molecules have been assumed to be very similar to
the interactions between two peptide chains, and partly due
to this the NMA dimer has been studied extensively both
with force fields and quantum mechanical methods.13,37,38

Our focus is not to find the globally most stable structure
of the trans-NMA dimer, but to estimate the strength of
the hydrogen bond that resembles the N–H¯OvC bond
in b-sheets. We start with two structures, a parallel and
an antiparallel, and let them relax to their local energy
minima. The structure of the paralleltrans-NMA dimer
is depicted in Fig. 12. There is, however, an important
difference between an NMA dimer and a peptide chain,
namely that the NMA molecules can reorient freely in
order to create optimal N–H̄OvC hydrogen bonds,
whereas a peptide chain within ab-sheet is subject to con-
straints. Thus one would expect that the binding energy be-
tween twotransN-methylacetamide molecules is larger than
between two peptide chains, as energy can be gained by
reorientation.

The DFT binding energies for thetrans-NMA dimer
shown in Table V are indeed much higher than the binding
energies found for IPPM. Notice that it is the binding energy
per residue, i.e.,DE/2 which is always less than 0.2 eV, that
should be compare to the results in Table V. The NMA bind-
ing energies could be seen as the upper limit for the energy

gained by forming a N–H̄ OvC bond. But used as a
model of the interactions in proteins the NMA dimer is
clearly too small and too flexible. The DFT results in Table V
give similar energies compared to other quantum mechanical
methods13,38 even though the equilibrium structures are
somewhat different.

The Amber94 binding energies and geometry for the
trans-NMA dimer agree reasonably with the DFT results,
and with those of a recent paper by Buck and Karplus.37

They also find a minimum binding distance of 1.9 Å for
trans-NMA.

An interesting fact is that thetrans-NMA dimer has
been used to calculate some of the partial charges in
force fields.16,39 Complementary to fitting force field param-
eters to systems containing hydrogen bonds, as done for
Amber94, there have been attempts to account for hydrogen
bonds with a separate energy term.40,41As we in the follow-
ing present Amber94 results for ourb-sheet model, the re-
sults of this section will help one to understand the differ-
ences between the density functional and the molecular
mechanics results.

FIG. 12. Hydrogen bond between two molecules oftrans-N-
methylacetamide~NMA !. The dashed line indicates the hydrogen bond and
the dashed angle denotes theN–H–O angle.

TABLE IV. The dihedral angles in degrees for the parallel and antiparallel
Gly–Gly chains. The numbering is such that A and B denote the two chains
and that the residues which belong to angles with the same subscript face
each other between the two chains.

f1 c1 f2 c2

Antiparallel (l 57.25 Å)
Chain A 2177 179 2178 177
Chain B 2175 176 2175 176

Parallel type 1 (l 57.0 Å)
Chain A 145 2147 142 2149
Chain B 144 2149 144 2148

Parallel type 2 (l 57.2 Å)
Chain A 173 2174 173 2175
Chain B 171 2175 173 2173

TABLE V. The interaction energy and the N–H̄OvC distance for the
trans-N-methylacetamide dimer calculated with different approaches.

Parallel Antiparallel

DFT Amber94 DFT Amber94
DE 20.39 eV 20.38 eV 20.36 eV 20.36 eV
N–H¯OvC 1.94 Å 1.90 Å 2.05 Å 1.88 Å
/N–H–O 178° 162° 174° 173°
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E. Force field calculations on interacting periodic
polypeptide model

One could pose the question, how many of the DFT
results using the IPPM could have been obtained using a
molecular mechanics force field, e.g., Amber94, which
would be much faster. Force fields are extensively used for
describing polypeptides or proteins, e.g., for protein dynam-
ics and folding problems. Therefore it is interesting to know,
how many features of the DFT characterization of our model
can be obtained using a force field. Thus, in this section we
present calculations of the interaction between two Ala–Ala
chains obtained using Amber94.

The total binding energy between the two peptide chains
is separated in the same way as for the DFT calculations, i.e.,
according to Eqs.~1! and ~2!. For the case of the Ala–Ala
chains, these energies are plotted in Fig. 13 for the antipar-
allel configuration and in Fig. 14 for the parallel configura-
tion. The first thing to notice is that the binding energies are
significantly larger than the DFT results obtained for the
same systems. The binding energy is found to be almost as
large as the energies for the NMA dimer.

Beachyet al. have performed quantum mechanical stud-
ies of di- and tetra-alanine dimers and shown that most force
fields significantly overestimate the interaction energy be-
tween alanine dipeptides.7 According to this study, most
force fields even estimate the interaction energy between ala-
nine dipeptides to be stronger than the one in acis-N-
methylacetamide dimer. The authors argue that the reason for
the poor performance of the force fields is that the atom-
centered partial charge approach fails to describe the electro-
static interactions correctly. The reason could be that atom
centered partial charges always prefer the more linear bond
in b-sheets over the bond in acis-N-methylacetamide dimer.
But in the case of thetrans-NMA dimer the hydrogen bond
is very linear and this argument does not really explain the
too strongb-sheet structures compared to thetrans-NMA
dimer. This example shows that there is a need for more
realistic models of theb-sheet structure, as they cannot be
modeled correctly by small molecules with the same type of
interactions.

The case of the antiparallel Ala–Ala chain is straightfor-
ward to interpret; over a large range of 1~;6.8–8 Å! the
interaction energy is almost constant, and the total energy
Epair is only determined byEsingle. Thus the minimum of
Epair at a supercell length ofl min57.3 Å is only caused by the

FIG. 13. The energiesEsingle, Epair , andEinteractionas a function ofl for the
antiparallel Ala–Ala chains from the molecular mechanics calculations.

FIG. 14. The energiesEsingle, Epair , andEinteractionas a function ofl, for the
parallel Ala–Ala chains from the molecular mechanics calculations.Epair

andEinteractionare shown for both the type 1 and the type 2 structures.

TABLE VI. The hydrogen bond geometry for the antiparallel and parallel
Ala–Ala chains from molecular mechanics Amber94 results. Each interac-
tion occurs two times in the supercell. For the parallel type 2 configurations
those values differ significantly and are both indicated. For all other con-
figurations these values differ very little~,0.02 Å and,1°! and they are
averaged.DE is the interaction energy per residue.

Antiparallel Parallel type 1 Parallel type 2

Length l 7.3 Å 6.7 Å 7.3 Å
DE 20.66 eV 21.08 eV 20.46 eV
NH¯OC bond
NH¯OC 1.95 Å 1.88 Å 2.44 Å/2.67 Å
N¯O 2.93 Å 2.87 Å 3.32 Å/3.56 Å
/N–H¯O 162° 164° 146°/146°
/C–Ō H 161° 142° 146°/138°
CH¯OC bond
CH¯OC 2.52 Å 2.45 Å 2.36 Å/2.36 Å
/C–H̄ O 126° 140° 132°/140°
/C–Ō H 126° 113° 154°/152°

TABLE VII. The dihedral angles in degrees for the parallel and antiparallel
Ala–Ala chains. The numbering is such that A and B denote the two chains
and that the residues which belong to angles with the same subscript face
each other between the two chains.

f1 c1 f2 c2

Antiparallel ~l57.3 Å!
Chain A 2154 161 2153 162
Chain B 2154 161 2153 162

Parallel type 1~l56.7Å!
Chain A 282 146 2152 84
Chain B 2152 85 282 146

Parallel type 2~l57.3Å!
Chain A 2154 165 2152 164
Chain B 2153 162 2154 164
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minimum in Esingle. The hydrogen bond geometries and the
binding energy forl min57.3 Å are listed in Table VI. It
should be noted that the decrease in interaction energy forl
smaller than 6.5 Å corresponds to structures which do not
resemble ab-sheet any longer, as the chains start to curl up
and interact internally. In this study we are not interested in
this regime.

The case of the parallel Ala–Ala chains~depicted in Fig.
14! is more complicated, in analogy with the DFT results
two structures with different hydrogen bond geometry
emerge. The type 2 structure dominates for supercell lengths
larger than 6.8 Å and is characterized by a constant and
comparatively small interaction energy. The local minimum
in this region, which is located atl min57.3 Å, is exclusively
caused by the minimum inEsingle. The type 1 structure domi-
nates for supercell lengths below 6.8 Å with a minimum at
6.7 Å. The minimum at 6.4 Å is not considered here, as the
structure does not resemble ab-sheet anymore. The supercell
length 6.8 Å is the only point where both structures are
stable. At this point the starting configuration determines the
relaxed structure. For any other supercell length, the result is
independent of the initial configuration. The structural
changes between the type 1 and the type 2 structures are
similar to the ones for the DFT results shown in Fig. 6. The
sidechains move in such a way that the chains can approach
each other. Regarding the hydrogen bond geometry, we
choose to analyze the structures for the supercell lengths 7.3
Å ~the type 2 structure! and 6.7 Å ~the type 1 structure!

which are both local minima ofEpair. The results are shown
in Table VI.

Comparing the hydrogen bond geometry for the Ala–Ala
chains in Table VI to the experimental values listed in Table
II one notes that the values for the antiparallel Ala chains
compare well. Also the dihedral angles, which are listed in
Table VII, seem reasonable and are in the range of the typical
dihedral angles in an antiparallelb-sheet. The energy plot of
the antiparallel Ala chains Fig. 13 resembles very much the
DFT plot and there are no discontinuities. For the parallel
Ala chains, however, none of the two structures in Table VI
compares well with the experimental structure. The type 2
structure has too weak interactions and corresponds structur-
ally to two noninteracting single chains. The type 1 structure
shows reasonable binding distances, but the angles do not
match. Also the dihedral angles in Table VII are outside the
range of typical dihedral angles for ab-sheet. This shows
that the compressed chains do not model ab-sheet well.

This is an interesting conclusion, since the force fields
are designed to give the experimentally observed structures.
The fact that they do not do this in the present setup is a
strong indication that the potentials are not robust enough to
handle even the very mild constraints set up by the period-
icity. Generally, force fields are optimized to ensure fast con-
vergence to the equilibrium structure and are not optimized
to describe nonequilibrium structures.

Finally, we observe in Fig. 14 that there are discontinui-
ties, and the structures change dramatically, whereas this
change is much smoother in DFT. There are even disconti-
nuities in Esingle, which are completely absent in DFT. In
that regime, where the chains are compressed, the force field
Amber94 is not suitable for describing the chains. One can-
not help wondering if such unphysical behavior could be a
problem when describing, e.g., the folding process, which
could involve a local compression of the polypeptide chains.

We have performed an analogous investigation for anti-
parallel and parallel Gly chains. We observe the same kind of
discontinuities in energies and structures as for the Ala
chains, and therefore we do not reiterate this discussion. The

FIG. 15. Termination molecules for the extended chains. To the left~a! is
the termination for the N-end and to the right~b! the termination for the
C-end.

FIG. 16. ~Color! Upper~a!: Two extended antiparallel interacting Ala chains. Lower~b!: Two extended parallel interacting Ala chains. Both chains consist of
20 residues and the termination at both ends.
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conclusion of this section is that Amber94 does not describe
the periodic polypeptides well, with the possible exeption of
the antiparallel Ala–Ala chains. There are discontinuities in
the energy curves which lead to the suspicion that Amber94
may not capture the chemistry of the peptide chain well
enough.

F. Molecular mechanics calculations on twisting

Molecular mechanics offers the possibility to study ex-
tended force fields, as much larger systems can be handled
than for ab initio methods. Here we study the influence of
twisting, which is not included in the IPPM, by using a sys-
tem of two extended and terminated peptide chains. The ex-
tended chains are constructed by repeating a unit containing
two residues and by terminating them in a suitable way. The
termination is depicted in Fig. 15. Simulations are performed
for different chain lengths in order to determine the interac-
tion energy per residue eliminating the effect of the termina-
tions. The relaxed structures of the antiparallel and parallel
Ala chains each consisting of 20 residues are shown in Fig.
16. One can see that the chains twist right-handedly, as has
been known for a long time forb-sheets.10,42 A single Ala
chain also twists slightly. The Gly chains do not twist—
neither the parallel nor the antiparallel chains.

The extended chains can be used to estimate the energy
contributions of twisting, which are not included in the
IPPM. This is done by determining the energy difference
between two interacting chains in the IPPM~which by defi-
nition are not twisted! and two interacting chains in the ex-
tended model. We emphasize that the energies obtained in
the periodic model are corrected for the aforementioned
small energy error. The energies gained by twisting are
shown in Table VIII.

From those energies we can infer that the calculated in-
teraction energies of the IPPM actually are quite accurate, as
the energy deviations from the pair chains and the single
chains cancel each other. For the antiparallel chains the en-
ergy deviation caused by twisting is20.04 eV ~energy for
double chain minus twice the energy for single chain!. For
the parallel chains the energy deviation is 0.03 eV. Thus we
make only very small errors in the energy by not including
twisting. In Sec. III A we furthermore have seen by compari-
son to experiments that the geometry of the IPPM configu-
rations also agrees well with the experimental findings.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion we have proposed an interacting periodic
polypeptide model ~IPPM! for studying interactions in

b-sheets. We use the model to performab initio calculations
with the PW91 exchange-correlation functional. We com-
pared calculated structures of parallel and antiparallel alanine
sheets to x-ray structures. We find that the geometry of the
hydrogen bonds is well reproduced by our model. We em-
phasize that our model does not contain any constraints other
than the periodicity. We have shown that smaller models are
not suitable for investigating the interactions inb-sheets, as
they predict considerably stronger interactions. By means of
molecular mechanics calculations we estimate the effect of
twisting and find it to be small.
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